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1. INTRODUCTION
Various IoT Systems have been proposed on many ar-

eas. Big data generated by IoT devices will make the world
change. For example, in agriculture production, field sen-
sors acquire temperature, humidity, illuminance, and so on.
These values may be useful for farm work(e.g., efficient pes-
ticide spraying against harmful insects or plant disease).
However, general farmers don’t know how to leverage the
big data to predict harm and control environments. In this
paper, we show the vision of the AgriBase system to manage
sensor data and to support inheritance of professional skills
user-friendly.
We introduce status labeling to make farmers utilize the

big data by themselves. Status labeling is simple conception
by which users can handle their data easily. When users
hope to record status(e.g. incidence of vermin), they can
label as vermin(e.g. cucurbit leaf beetle) into AgriBase with
current timestamp. It can be said that AgriBase is spatio-
temporal database which has machine learning functional-
ities. After users registered status with label, if the same
status occurs, AgriBase informs users labeled alarm. Recog-
nition method of similar status is implemented by compar-
ing the current time series data and past labeled time series
data.
In Japan, decreasing the nubmer of farmers by population

aging(The farmers’ average age is about 65 years old!) is an
urgent issue because (1)inheritance of skills is insufficient
due to lack of successors and (2)as a result, abandonment
of cultivated land continues to grow. For the near future,
Japanese agricultural skills gets lost when the current farm-
ers retire, who have skills that has not documented. To
prevent such a situation, AgriBase records and provides ad-
vanced famers’ operations (e.g. preventive pesticide spray-
ing, quantity and timing of fertilizing) with environmental
time series sensor data. When new farms’ environmental
sensor data is registered to AgriBase, then AgriBase gen-
erates the filtering model based on labeled status. If new
time series farm data insert into AgriBase and is similar to
already stored labeled time series data, then AgriBase sends
farmers alert/warn/info level information and suggests what
they should do.
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2. CHALLENGES
AgriBase must give farmers simple and valuable function-

alities. In general, users who utilize machine learning and
time series data matching must decide prediction target,
pattern matching target which includes temporal interval,
their parameter settings, and so on. These assumptions will
impair usability. AgriBase accepts sensor data and labeled
snapshot point and actions by user, then it aims to auto-
matically suggest risks and manipulations for the current
environments.

3. TEMPORAL INTERVAL SELECTION TO
COMPARE

There are two important questions related to temporal
interval selection to compare. What statistical methods
can we use to assess the differences between the time se-
ries? How long temporal interval to compare time series
should we select? For the former, various methods [1] are
proposed. However, methods based on dimensionality re-
duction are difficult to understand generally for farmers. So
Lp norm or time warping is useful to show users easily un-
derstandable visualization(Sec.4). For the latter, naive ap-
proach which compares all interval around labeled status
timing and all inputs. However, this approach require high
computational complexity. By introducing emergency lev-
els which related to response time required by users. In
agriculture context, temporal lack of water must water the
field as soon as possible. On the other hand, prevention of
disease based on AgriBase’s prediction isn’t needed momen-
tarily. But to predict disease may need to compare time
series data such as during 3 months. A farmer may spend
time to decide whether do action or not. In this context,
we need to research stratified stream processing which gen-
erates statistics(e.g. average) various granularity automati-
cally. By using this conception, we think AgriBase will be
able to reduce computational complexity.

4. VISUALIZATION
When AgriBase informs alert to a farmer, she checks the

alert correctness totally and decides whether she does next
actions or not. To decision making, AgriBase must describe
“why the alert arise” by intuitive and comprehensible visu-
alizations. AgriBase holds sensor data in multi-dimensional
space. By generating visualizations automatically, AgriBase
aims to give users intuitive understandable results.
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